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A Multinational BFSI Company Provisions
More Than 600 Devices With AppViewX
Industry

Client Information

Banking and Financial
The customer is a multinational banking and ﬁnancial services company headquartered in the UK.

Services

Objective

Customer
Testimonial

To enable provisioning of over 600 switches into the infrastructure on an ad-hoc basis. The need for
provisioning the switches is two-fold:


To replace the old switches that were nearing their EOL(End of Life)



To support the company’s expanding operations in new regions across the globe

These automated
ﬂows really saved a
lot of time in the
change front and
helped in performing
error-free technical
implementations.

They had to provision 4 types of Cisco Nexus switches - ISR, ASR, CAT9k, and Nx-OS.

Challenges


Tedious, error-prone, iterative steps for implementing conﬁgurations on over 600 devices,
with each of the 4 types having a diﬀerent conﬁguration



Need for expert technical guidance



Intensive collaboration between teams



Multiple-levels of approval



Need to ensure policy compliance for all 600 devices
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The AppViewX Solution
AppViewX enabled network engineers to automate the provisioning process for the
600+ switches and routers from start to ﬁnish.


AppViewX’s modularity enabled the devices’ golden conﬁguration to be kept separate from the
business logic. This removed the need for modifying the device conﬁguration code every time
a logical change had to be executed.



The bank’s mandatory AIG (Application Installation Guide) was made available on-demand to
help create the provisioning workﬂow and guide the engineers through the process of
on-boarding the devices into the bank’s network infrastructure.



The need for extensive technical support was removed with the user-friendly visual workﬂow
builder. The visual workﬂows helped automate the manual processes involved in provisioning
and dramatically brought down errors and implementation times



The platform’s built-in integration with their existing ITSM solution enabled the usually
time-consuming change management process to be fully automated



Robotic Process Automation in AppViewX automated device information template generation
and change creation for all switches, which could then be updated in the various management
platforms by the respective teams (self-service)



AppViewX provided both maker-checker approval and auto-approval models for device
conﬁguration validation



Engineers could reuse the workﬂows for conﬁguring the remaining devices ad-hoc instead of
spending hours starting from scratch.



Teams could get notiﬁed along every stage of the process through emails and chat channels.
The change reports could also be downloaded as PDFs.



Engineers could perform pre- and post-implementation validations to make sure the devices
conﬁgured were in compliance with company policies, and the overall health of the network
was maintained after the change.

About AppViewX
AppViewX is revolutionizing the way DevSecOps and NetOps teams deliver services to enterprise IT. The
AppViewX platform is a modular, low-code software application that enables the automation and orchestration
of enterprise network infrastructure and certiﬁcate management using an intuitive, context-aware visual
workﬂow. It is built to rapidly enable users to implement crypto-agility, enforce compliance, eliminate errors,
and reduce cost. AppViewX is headquartered in New York City with additional oﬃces in the US, UK, and India.
To know more, visit www.appviewx.com or info@appviewx.com
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